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a b s t r a c t

Energetic resources in ecological and social–ecological systems are distributed through
complex networks, which co-evolve with the system and consumers to move resources
from points of origin to those of end use. Past research has focused on effects of
spatiotemporal resource heterogeneity in ecosystems and society, or socioeconomic
drivers of inequality, with less attention to interactions between resource network
structure and population-level outcomes. Here, we develop a spatially explicit, stock-
flow consistent agent-based model of generic consumers building and crossing links
between resources, and we explore the co-evolution of the emergent network structure
and inequality in consumers’ resource reserves across three distinct landscapes. We
show that the consumer inequality initially decreased during network expansion, then
increased rapidly as the network reached a more stable state. The spatial distribution
of resources in each of the three landscapes constrained the structures that could
emerge, and therefore the specific rates and timings of these dynamics. This work
demonstrates the use of energetically consistent modelling to understand possible
relationships among a spatially distributed set of resources, the network structure that
connects them to a population, and inequality in that population. This can provide a
theoretical underpinning informing further work to better understand causes of resource
inequality and heterogeneity in observed systems.
©2022 TheAuthors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CCBY

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Given the universal requirement of energy for maintenance, growth, and development, much of the dynamics of
iological, ecological, and social systems are driven by the procurement and relocation of energetic resources from points
f acquisition to points of consumption and end use. The infrastructure enabling this relocation can be conceptualised as
series of nested, interconnected resource acquisition, distribution, and end-use networks (‘RADE’ networks, e.g. [1].
xamples of RADE networks include vascular systems, freight transport and distribution networks, foraging trails,
lectricity grids, and soil macropore networks. The complex structures and dynamics of these networks, and the systems
elying on them, arise from the interactions of the many heterogeneous actors shaping the network, whose states are
ntrinsically connected to the resource flows they can access via the network. Therefore, a bottom-up approach to
epresenting and analysing these networks is useful to explore their development, and the interacting evolution of the
etwork and those relying on it. This work presents a simple but fully energetically and physically consistent agent-based
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odel (ABM) of RADE network development and uses it to explore the question how does inequality in resource reserves
o-evolve with the structure of the network that is built by and provides access to these resources?
The dynamics of resource distribution through RADE networks are constrained by the same physical and thermody-

amic laws that govern all physical substances on Earth. Specifically, the conservation of energy and matter entails that the
otal energetic output of the networks must be equal to the inputs. In all systems, energy transformations also consume
nergy, which is released from the system as entropy, often in the form of heat. The proportion of potential energy
vailable to the end consumers to do useful work is therefore less than the original energetic inputs to a network. These
ransformations can take the form of state changes of the resource itself, such as through processing. More relevant to
he work here, however, is the friction experienced when moving matter through space and the resulting transformation
f some energy into heat, underscoring the importance of spatial dimension in tracing the energy use of a system. When
tored energy is considered, the full energy balance may have to be resolved over multiple timescales, but the reduction
n free energy due to frictional losses still applies.

After the energy consumption in moving the resources and maintaining both the network and the consumers is
onsidered, the net excess resource flow can be used for growth and development of the system and its constituents.
his can take the form of expansion and improvement of the RADE network itself, such as increasing the efficiency of
uture resource flows to minimise frictional losses incurred during transport. However, any initial heterogeneity in the
patial distribution of resources or configuration of the network can lead to unequal resource access for consumers, who
ould then have different net energy reserves to reinvest in developing the network.
These individual differences in energy consumption are a key driver of the dynamics in ecological and social–ecological

ystems. Discussions of inter-species heterogeneity often focus on the environmental and ecological conditions governing
he spatiotemporal distribution of resources, as the quantities, types, and accessibility of resources determine the amount
nd complexity of life that an area can support. When the heterogeneity in resource availability occurs at biologically
elevant scales to the species present, it can enhance biodiversity and ecosystem stability [2], leading to a reported positive
esource ‘heterogeneity–biodiversity’ relationship (see reviews in Tews et al. [3], Stein et al. [4]). When the resource
eterogeneity is due to anthropogenic modification or fragmentation, however, it can isolate species and individuals in
nsuitable habitat patches, making populations vulnerable to stochastic extinctions [3,5,6].
In contrast, ‘inequality’ is usually discussed in terms of intra-species differences – usually between humans – in the

uality or quantity of resources they can access to meet their basic needs, and any excess [7]. This has typically been
tudied through an economic or sociological lens [e.g. 8,9]. While financial inequality undoubtedly affects the distribution
f physical, energetic resources in society such as food and fuel, insecurity in these resources has also been implicated
n increasing economic inequality and limiting the prospects of individuals to lift themselves out of poverty [10–13], and
egatively impacting health [14,15] and environmental sustainability [16]. Given these considerable impacts of resource
eterogeneity in both ecosystems and social–ecological systems, it is crucial to understand the emergence of heterogeneity
nd inequality to guide efforts in management and alleviation.
One method that has shown considerable promise in both understanding the emergence of complex phenomena

uch as network structure or resource inequality, and enabling spatially explicit system representations, is agent-
ased modelling. In ABMs, the system-level phenomena emerge from the decentralised decisions and interactions of
utonomous agents. This can be used to explore feedbacks and other complex causal structures arising from simple
ehavioural rules and interactions, without requiring the structure of feedbacks or other system-level dynamics to be
pecified in advance. For example, Dragulescu and Yakovenko [17] show that inequality, in the form of a power law
istribution of wealth, can emerge through random wealth exchange between agents. Other resource-based models have
ocused on the energy grid [18,19], trade in the food system [20–22], foraging [23–27], and inequality in consumption
mong consumers searching a landscape [28,29]. Additionally, models utilising fixed agents and network structures have
ighlighted the how the combination of social dynamics and resource heterogeneity [30] and resource diffusion [31] can
rive sustainable patterns of consumption or system collapse. However, none focus on linking heterogeneity in consumer
esource reserves to the spatial evolution of resource networks that they create and use, thereby growing these networks
n an energetically-consistent framework.

The work presented here develops and analyses a spatially explicit and energetically consistent theoretical ABM
f resource acquisition. The network structure emerges over time from consumers building and maintaining links to
aximise their resource consumption, within their currently available resource capacity. The model is then used to explore
stylised case study of the co-evolution of RADE network structure and inequality in resource reserves, and how this is
onstrained by landscape heterogeneity.

. Model description

To explore the co-evolutionary relationship between network structure and energetic resource inequality in a popu-
ation, a model should incorporate the thermodynamic laws constraining transformations of matter and energy in earth
ystems, introduced above, to ensure that any emergent dynamics observed are physically and energetically consistent.
n the context of RADE network models, energetic and physical consistency entails that only net energy flows can be
e-invested in maintaining or expanding the network or securing future resources. The network structure and inequality
hat emerges then reflects this constraint. In this way, energetic consistency links the two emergent aspects of inequality
2
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Fig. 1. Images from the simulations. The blue figures represent the consumers, the orange boxes represent resources, and the black lines show
which patches have been transformed into links.

in resource reserves and network structure, such that the network that emerges is physically possible, and any persistent
inequality is related to the structure of the network that was built based on – and continues to facilitate – potentially
differential access to resources. Without explicit consideration of energy balances, the network structure and state of
individuals operating within it will not necessarily reflect physically possible processes of energy investment.

In the model presented here, the equations governing agent decisions and describing model dynamics were based
on the stock-flow consistent equations of systems dynamics models, ensuring that units were balanced, and the model
maintained physical and energetic consistency as far as possible. This model extends beyond typical stock-flow consistent
analyses, however, by comparing resource consumption across a population, and analysing the interactions between the
inequality of consumption and the emergent network structure. By focusing on the first principles of energy conservation
and transformation, a realistic network structure and level of persistent inequality are allowed to emerge, rather than
assuming these as fixed. In the remainder of this section, the characteristics of the agents, sequence of events, and
equations defining agent behavioural rules and model dynamics will be discussed. A full model description following the
Overview, Design Concepts, and Details (ODD) protocol is in Appendix 1, and the model code is available on Modelling
Commons (‘Network Development ABM’) and Zenodo [32].

The model consists of agents, called consumers, who build and use links to navigate across their environment between
resources (Fig. 1). The environment is represented as a collection of patches, with each patch having a baseline roughness.
The links are then series of patches along the shortest path between resources. The consumers store and use energy from
the resources to meet their basal metabolic requirements, and to build and repair more links, by investing net energy to
decrease patches’ roughness and make them crossable. The use of patches incorporates environmental heterogeneity, such
that energy investment in links is proportional to both the length of the link and the innate irregularity of the environment.
The consumers’ aim is to maximise their individual energy consumption to allow for reproduction and future network
expansion and improvement. To do so, they use a simple discounting model to choose between resources within their
vicinity, calculating the expected time-discounted energetic costs and returns for each, and choosing the resource with
the maximum return (if more than one option has the same maximum estimated return, a random selection is made
among them).

At the start of each timestep, each consumer attempts to consume its basal metabolic requirement from its energy
reserves. If the consumer does not have adequate energy to cover this, it dies. Otherwise, the consumer updates its vision
radius, which determines the boundaries of the area centred on the consumer’s current location that it can scan for
resources. The vision radius is calculated as

Vi =
ERi
Pi

, (1)

where Vi, Pi, and ERi are the vision radius, risk penchant, and accumulated energy reserves of consumer i, respectively.
The risk penchant is a constant (in units1 of energy per unit length, or J m−1) that determines how much energy the
consumer is willing to risk, or invest, on building, repairing, or walking along links.

After this, consumers who are not currently building or walking assess the resources within their vision radius. Based
on their expected consumption from the resource they are located on, and the expected provision of the resources they can
evaluate, they decide whether to stay where they are, or move to a different resource by building a new link, repairing
an existing link, or walking across an existing link. Consumers who are building or repairing links walk across them
simultaneously.

1 Base SI units are used for the variables and equations here for generalisability, not to represent values for any specific observable system.
3
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The consumers use a simple discounting model to choose between resources, which places a higher weight on near-
term returns. Consumers evaluate each resource in their vision radius, including their current location, by applying a
discounting function with their rate of time preference ρ to the expected consumption gain EG at each timestep t of
heir overall time horizon T. The expected consumption gain is zero over the timesteps that they are moving toward
he resource, and after they arrive, is determined by the resource’s capacity and consumer’s consumption rate (described
elow). From this, they subtract the expected costs C of each timestep, calculated as the energy required to cross each
ntermediary patch, including any path construction, discussed below. The sum of the differences is the net discounted
tility, U. The consumer then chooses the action with the maximum U.

maxU = max
T−1∑
t=0

(E1−ρ

Gt − 1)(1 + ρ−t )

1 − ρ
− Ct . (2)

Time preferences and discounting have been demonstrated across a range of species [see reviews in Hannon [33],
Vanderveldt et al. [34]] and are included in most microeconomic models since their introduction by Ramsey [35]. By
discounting returns in the future, which are more uncertain given the possibility of other consumers simultaneously
constructing links or consuming resources, each consumer attempts to minimise risk and maximise energy consumption,
within the limits of the energy it can invest.

If a consumer calculates that staying on their current resource is the optimal choice according to Eq. (2), they remain
there. Any such consumers who are not currently building, repairing, or walking links, and have at least twice their
initial energy allocation, produce an offspring. The offspring inherits all traits from its parent, such as risk penchant, time
preference, and basal metabolism. Moreover, offspring are also given the same initial energy reserves as their parent, with
the parent transferring this amount from their own energy reserves when they reproduce. This ensures consistency of
the overall energy balance of the model. Reproduction was included to reflect observed ecological and social–ecological
systems where population size evolves alongside the network structure and inequality, which can allow the system to
explore a range of possible states.

Consumers who are building, repairing, or walking continue to do so, moving one patch per timestep along the patches
closest to the shortest path between the consumers’ initial and target resources. As the current level of roughness of each
patch determines the energy required to cross it, consumers use the heuristic of reducing the roughness to a minimum,
or increasing the smoothness to its maximum, such that they spend less energy to then cross the patch.

Specifically, the current roughness of each patch θ , Rθ (in N), is inversely proportional to the current level of work
done to smooth it into a link (Lθ , in J),

Rθ =
βθ

Lθ

, (3)

where βθ is a conversion factor equal to the baseline roughness of the patch, with units of N J, and Lθ is bounded from
below at 1. The links can be conceptualised as stocks of infrastructure, or work that has been embodied into the landscape.
The rate of change of this infrastructure/work at each timestep is

∆dLθ

∆dt
= EBθ

− kLθ , (4)

where EBθ
is the energy invested by a consumer in patch θ , and k is the rate of decay, such that the decay of a link-patch

at each timestep is a first-order decay process, proportional to the current level of infrastructure.
As introduced, the energy spent at a given timestep to build or repair that patch, leading to the accumulation of this

embodied energy L, decreases the roughness of the patch. In these simulations, this is simplified as

EBθ
= S (Rθ − Rmin) , (5)

or the energy required to decrease the patch’s roughness to the minimum. Here, S (in m s−1) represents the rate of work
– one patch per timestep – to build the link. For simplicity, we bound Rθ from below at 1, which bounds Lθ from above at
βθ when Lθ is at its maximum due to energy investment (see Eq. (3)). The energy required to cross the patch, assuming
the same constant speed for walking and building of S = one patch per timestep, is

EWθ
= SRθ . (6)

At the end of each timestep, any consumers who are already located on resources or have reached their intended
destination consume as much resource as they can, up to the lesser of their maximum consumption rate (determined by
a model parameter), or the total supply of that resource. If there are more consumers on a resource than it can support,
the consumers split the available resource supply evenly. In this way, there is competition for resources, but it is indirect
rather than more overt territoriality. Resources that are below their maximum capacity also regrow linearly at a fixed
rate per timestep. While this introduces new energy into the system, it is assumed that the boundaries of the ‘world’
inhabited by the consumers includes processes such as nutrient cycling and rainfall that govern resource regrowth, which
are parameterised rather than modelled explicitly for simplicity. Moreover, the consumer states and the network structure
that they create and use, as the focus of the work here, are still energetically consistent.
4
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Due to computational restrictions, consumers cannot make their decisions or act simultaneously. Instead, they act
in a random order each timestep, necessarily impacting one another indirectly through building and maintaining links.
Resource consumption occurs for all consumers located on a resource simultaneously, but consumers who act at the
end of a given timestep may benefit from earlier energy investments. This stochasticity can introduce inequality before
any construction or energy consumption, and regardless of the spatiotemporal heterogeneity of the resources. While
unavoidable in the context of the model here, it is also not necessarily unrealistic, as consumers of all species experience
interference and indirect interaction of their contemporaries. However, this can complicate understanding of how
inequality emerges in such networks, which will be revisited in Section 5.

The final energy balance of a consumer includes energy gained from consumption (EG) minus energy spent on building
or repairing links (EB), walking links (EW ), individual maintenance (basal metabolism EM ), and any energy passed on to
ffspring (EO). The balance of these terms over time, ER (from Eq. (1)), forms the energy reserves that are used for future
etabolism and reproduction, and determine how much energy the consumer can reinvest in expanding and maintaining

he network:
∆dER
∆dt

= EG − EB − EW − EM − EO. (7)

Although the resources in the model regrow each timestep, and consumers are not territorial over their occupied
resources or built links, there is clearly a component to the model that creates the possibility for competition and
inequality. Consumers consume resources that others were targeting, and they move through spaces with varying degrees
of patch roughness, existing architecture, and resource availability. While consumers follow the same rules for making
choices, their individual rates of time preference and horizon, risk penchant, energy reserves, and location mean that
they follow divergent life histories, further separated by their asynchronous decisions and actions, discussed above. When
enacted over the landscape, this can give rise to the interconnected inequality and network structure that will be explored.

3. Methods

3.1. Generating the landscape

The landscape of the model was represented by a grid of patches on a toroid with an inherent or baseline ‘roughness’
(Eqs. (3)–(6)). The model also required a map of resource node locations. The full description of landscape generation, and
the patch and resource landscapes tested in the sensitivity analysis and model exploration, are included in Appendices
1 and 2, and only the landscapes used in the final experiments are listed in Table 1. For the experiments explored in
the remainder of the text, only ‘random’ patches were used: patches had uniformly random baseline roughness within a
specified range, with the baseline roughness fixed for each patch across all runs.

The landscapes for the final experiments were chosen to represent three distinct combinations of denser clumps with
shorter intra-group distances, and longer inter-group distances. These are not meant to allow an exhaustive analysis of the
link between resource spatial distribution and system outcomes, but to illustrate landscapes of resources with potentially
different effects on the network structure and population state that evolve across them. While the names ‘Cities’, ‘Villages’
and ‘Transition’ were used to reflect how resources might be distributed in human settlements, comparable distributions
could be easily identified in a range of ecosystems.

3.2. Experiments

Before the final experiments were run, a sensitivity analysis was performed (details in Appendix 1), including a full
model exploration using a 2K factorial approach [36] (Appendix 2). The sensitivity analysis first compared distributions
of outcome variables at differing run lengths (in timesteps) and number of replicates for high, medium, and low input
parameter levels, and a range of possible landscape types. The model exploration then tested every possible combination
of high and low values for input parameters, across each of the final resource maps (Table 1) and two additional patch
maps. In summary, the model exploration showed that the size of the landscape did not qualitatively affect the outcomes,
but that link decay rate, mean resource capacity, population size, and maximum baseline patch roughness parameters
all affected network and population outcomes. Specifically, higher inequality in consumer resource reserves was linked
to lower mean resource capacity and higher initial population sizes, as either or both conditions increased competition
for resources. The total link length of the network was higher in runs with lower link decay rate, lower baseline patch
roughness, higher population size, higher mean resource capacity, or a combination thereof, as these conditions decreased
the cost and increased the available resources and labour to construct and maintain a larger network. While insightful
in clarifying model dynamics, the high number of runs required for the model exploration did not allow for the in-
depth analysis of network and consumer inequality co-evolution, and several parameterisations led to a lack of network
construction and maintenance, or population collapse (Appendix 2). While these are interesting phenomena to explore in
future work, the focus here is on the emergence and persistence of resource inequality and its co-evolution with network
structure, rather than population or network collapse. Therefore, only a subset of the runs, using a parameterisation which
resulted in consistent network construction and relative population stability, is presented here for clarity. Final values for
each parameter of the runs presented in the main text, hereon called the final experiments, are given in Table 2.
5
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Table 1
Descriptions and diagrams of resource maps used in final experiments.
Resource map name Description Illustration

Cities Resources are grouped into
two larger ‘cities’.
Mean (standard deviation, SD)
of distance between resources:
2.81 (0.60)
Min. distance: 2
Max. distance: 3.61

Transition Resources are grouped into
one larger ‘city’ with some
spread outward into the
surrounding area.
Mean (SD) of distance between
resources: 3.88 (2.09)
Min. distance: 1
Max. distance: 7.21

Villages Resources are grouped into 5
smaller ‘villages’.
Mean (SD) of distance between
resources: 3.42 (1.03)
Min. distance: 2
Max. distance: 5

The resources are shown in the illustrations as orange squares.

Table 2
The values for each parameter in the final experiments.
Parameter Value

Number of consumers 500
Maximum baseline patch roughness 6 N
Minimum baseline patch roughness 2 N
Link decay rate (k) 0.1 J timestep−1

Mean resource capacity 45 J
Standard deviation (SD) of resource capacity 2 J
Mean resource regrowth rate 9 J timestep−1

SD of resource regrowth rate 1 J timestep−1

Mean time horizon (T ) 18 timesteps
SD of time horizon (T ) 4 timesteps
Mean initial energy reserves 70 J
SD of initial energy reserves 15 J
Mean basal metabolism (EM ) 3 J timestep−1

SD of basal metabolism (EM ) 0.5 J timestep−1

Mean consumption rate 5 J timestep−1

SD of consumption rate 1 J timestep−1

Mean ρ 1 timestep−1

SD of ρ 0.025 timestep−1

Mean risk penchant (P) 72%
SD of risk penchant (P) 4%

Symbols in brackets refer to equations in Section 2.

3.3. Analysis

After each run, simulation-level output variables were calculated using the consumer state variables and the currently
constructed links. These covered a range of consumer population metrics, such as the population size and standard
6
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eviation (SD) of consumers’ energy reserves, which is used as the measure of inequality, as well as metrics for network
ize and connectivity. The high-level variables and analyses chosen here were used to reflect the population-level
tatistics typically applied to measure heterogeneity or inequality in social–ecological systems. They also allowed for
uantification of the large, complex networks that emerged, from both link- and node-level perspectives, to compare
ith the overall population dynamics. Other metrics of consumer inequality and network structure were calculated in
he model exploration, but they were found to be highly correlated with the ones used here (Appendix 2). The reported
utcome variables are shown in Table 3.

Table 3
Outcome variables calculated for each simulation run.
Variable name Description

Population size The number of consumer agents currently active in the simulation
Mean energy reserves, J The mean of consumer energy reserves
Standard deviation (SD) of energy reserves, J The standard deviation of consumer energy reserves
Number of links The number of links (bi-directional) in the network
Number of (included) resource nodes The number of resource nodes included in the network
Total link length, m The total link length around the network
Mean link length, m The mean link length
SD of link length, m The standard deviation of link length
Mean node degree The mean number of links attached to each included resource node

Relevant units shown after variable names correspond to those used for the equations in Section 2.

Fig. 2. Standard deviation (SD) of consumer energy reserves, total link length, mean node degree, and SD of link length over time, for Cities,
Transition, and Villages landscapes. Point and error bars show median and interquartile range (IQR) respectively, over 25 replicates per landscape.
ormally distributed noise has been added to the x-value for each point to minimise overplotting and show error bars more clearly. The values at
imestep 500 can be taken as indicative of the dynamic equilibrium state for that metric over the remainder of the simulation.

The analytical approach focussed on identifying the inequality and network structure that emerged in each run, and
he dynamics of their co-evolution. First, outcome variables were compared visually across landscapes. This captured the
ole of landscape heterogeneity in the network and consumer outcomes. As simulations can easily generate statistically
verpowered samples through replications, conventional frequentist measures were avoided for the preliminary analyses
7
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Fig. 3. The overall network development and consumer energy reserves distributions, for Cities, Transition, and Villages networks, by timestep
(T). The lines show the links that were present at each timestep shown, across the 25 replicates per landscape. The line shading represents the
total number of times the link was crossed up to that timestep, also across the 25 replicates. The density plot in the inset shows the distribution of
consumer energy reserves. As the landscapes were on a torus (see Methods), some of the longer links shown in the Transition and Villages networks
wrap around the ‘back’ of the world.

[37]. The evolution of the networks that emerged in each run was also visualised, by plotting the links that occurred
between resources, with line shading indicating the number of times they were crossed. This highlighted the links that
were used most frequently, as opposed to those that were built and used only a few times but were maintained through
the maintenance of intersecting links. Three networks that showed diverse evolutionary trajectories were then selected
from each of the three landscapes, and the evolution of their structures and values of outcome variables were compared,
to note any differences that the distinct structural features they displayed had on the measured outcomes (Appendix 3).

Finally, population size, mean and SD of consumer energy reserves, and total link length (as a proxy for total energy
nvestment in the network) were plotted over time together, both with means across all replicates of a given landscape,
nd individually for each run. This identified major shifts in the dynamics of the simulation, which could be observed
rom the averaged plots as changes in the slope (breakpoints) of the outcome variables over time. Visual estimates for the
reakpoints were quantified for both averaged and individual plots with piecewise regressions, taking the identified slope
efore each breakpoint as the slope for that segment of the time series. The adjusted R2 was calculated for each piecewise
egression model, and all were found to be over 0.9. The piecewise regression coefficients for the averaged plots of SD
f consumer energy reserves and total link length were also compared across landscapes for both landscape alone and
andscape/time interactions.

All analyses and visualisations were done in R version 4.0.3 [38], using the igraph [39], segmented [40,41], and ggplot2
ibraries [42].

. Results

.1. Network structure and consumer inequality

To answer the question of how network structure and consumer inequality co-evolve in the model, these measures
re first explored individually across the landscapes, then in relation to one another. For each of the metrics calculated,
ll simulations reached their dynamic equilibrium state at around 500 timesteps. While the standard deviation (SD) of
nergy reserves (inequality) was quite similar across the three landscapes once the simulations had stabilised, it reached
ts highest point in the Cities networks (Fig. 2). The network metrics were more varied across landscapes, with Transition
etworks showing the highest peaks for total and SD of link length, and mean node degree.
The overall network development and link use is shown in Fig. 3 (examples of individual networks in each landscape are

ncluded in Appendix 3). Across all runs for each landscape, a similar pattern emerges of initially high network density and
ore uniform use of links, coupled with increasing skewness of energy reserves across the population. This is followed by
pruning phase in which the less frequently crossed links decay away, and both network structure and the distribution of
8
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nergy reserves stabilise. This stability is marked by considerably higher consumer inequality than at initialisation (Fig. 2),
ut the distribution of energy reserves is approximately normal. Additionally, the most used links in the networks (Fig. 3),
enoted by darker lines, are often quite short. While longer links do occur, especially during initial construction, shorter
inks are more frequent across all timesteps and are the ones most used and maintained in later timesteps.

.2. Co-evolution of network structure and inequality

.2.1. Overall dynamics
Fig. 4 shows the overall dynamics of the population size, mean and SD of energy reserves, and total link length, for

he Cities landscape. As the general pattern is quite similar across the three landscapes, and individual simulations, this
s used as an example to illustrate the general dynamics before comparing specific landscapes and runs.

The major events, labelled on Fig. 4 as 1–4, are as follows:

Fig. 4. Time series showing evolution of total link length, mean and standard deviation (SD) of consumer energy reserves, and population size
for Cities networks, with numeric labels showing main simulation events. The population size is scaled by a factor of 0.2. The lines represent
means across 25 replicates, and the shading shows standard deviations. The labelled events are described in the text.

1. Consumers begin constructing links and moving through the network. The total link length increases rapidly with the
new links, and the mean energy decreases. As many consumers do not survive the first round of building or are unable to
access adequate resources under the initial conditions, the population decreases sharply, as do the mean energy reserves.
The SD of consumer energy reserves increases briefly before decreasing slightly.

2. The network reaches its maximum size. The mean and SD of consumer energy reserves are both quite low. Notably,
this means that the coefficient of variation of these energy reserves is at its highest; this is a more relative measure of
inequality that is reflected in the highly skewed energy reserves distribution between timesteps 25–75 (Fig. 3). Consumer
energy reserves, and inequality between them, begin to increase rapidly. Other links that are not maintained start to decay
away slowly, giving rise to the more pruned architectures in later timesteps (Fig. 3).

3. After their energy reserves reach the threshold for reproduction, consumers start producing offspring. The population
increases in size again, and mean energy reserves and inequality stabilise.

4. The network size and consumer inequality reach a stable equilibrium, without qualitative changes to the network
structure or distribution of energy reserves (Figs. 3, A8, A9). Almost all remaining links are frequently used and maintained,
9
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s consumers go back and forth between nodes that provide the optimal balance of resource capacity and proximity to
ther resources. While consumers cannot plan multiple trips in advance, the resulting network structure shows that links
re well-maintained between denser resource patches as consumers frequently commute between these nodes (Figs. 3,
8).

.2.2. Comparison across landscapes
The overall dynamics illustrated in Fig. 4 are shown for each landscape in Fig. 5. Given the distinctions between the

hree landscapes, the overall dynamics and timing of network and population phases are quite similar, suggesting that
he consumer characteristics and decision-making are dominant in determining the dynamics. However, the differences
n the rates of those dynamics and timings of shifts shows the role of the landscape in mediating consumer and resource
nteractions through the possible network architectures.

Fig. 5. Time series showing evolution of total link length, mean and standard deviation (SD) of consumer energy reserves, and population
size for (a) Cities, (b) Transition, and (c) Villages networks. The population size is scaled by a factor of 0.2. The lines represent means across 25
replicates, and the shading shows standard deviations. See Figure A9 for plots showing all 3000 timesteps recorded.

The Cities networks show the highest peak in SD of consumer energy reserves, between timesteps 100–200 (Fig. 5),
and a larger decrease after the initial peak, while the SD of consumer energy reserves in Transition and Villages networks
quickly stabilise. While the Cities and Transition networks have similar final total link lengths (higher than Villages), the
Transition network total link length has a higher peak during its initial construction phase. This is concurrent with the
presence of longer ‘city-to-rural’ links in the network maps (Fig. 3).

The breakpoints and slopes for the total link length and SD of energy reserves in the grouped time series plots (Fig. 5),
identified by the piecewise regression, are shown in Table 4. These were close to the mean breakpoint and slope for the
regressions calculated over the individual runs (Appendix 4).

Table 4
The breakpoints and slopes identified by piecewise regression, showing the time points of major state changes in the simulations, and the rate of
change of measured variables before and after these changes.
SD of energy reserves

Landscape Slope 1 (SE) Breakpoint 1 Slope 2 (SE) Breakpoint 2 Slope 3 (SE) Breakpoint 3 Final slope (SE)

Cities 0.14 (0.01) 11.82 −0.21 (0.01) 26.45 0.31 (0.01) 116.25 0.00 (0.00)***
Transition 0.14 (0.01) 11.51 −0.15 (0.01)*** 26.70 0.34 (0.00)*** 104.69 0.00 (0.00)***
Villages 0.12 (0.01) 12.30 −0.23 (0.01) 25.68 0.31 (0.00) 123.41 0.00 (0.00)***

Total link length

Landscape Slope 1 (SE) Breakpoint 1 Slope 2 (SE) Breakpoint 2 Final slope (SE)

Cities 20.32 (0.98) 28.03 −9.80 (0.00)*** 98.49 −0.07 (0.00)***
Transition 17.34 (1.15) 28.38 −14.31 (0.11)*** 98.50 −0.08 (0.00)***
Villages 12.53 (0.96)*** 27.39 −7.70 (0.06)*** 100.47 −0.04 (0.00)***

The estimates for the slopes are accompanied by their standard error (SE). Shown are the breakpoints and slopes for the three landscapes, with
the mean of each outcome variable taken over the replicates at each timestep before calculating the breakpoints. The asterisks denote significantly
different coefficients in the regression models, with * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001. Full piecewise regression models and comparisons are
in Appendix 4 (Tables A6 and A7).

The SD of energy reserves showed similar initial increases across the landscapes, with Villages runs increasing slightly
slower and having a slightly later breakpoint. However, the Transition runs had a significantly slower decrease in SD of
10
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nergy reserves after the first breakpoint than Cities and Villages did, and faster increase after the second. This increase
as contemporary with a significantly faster decrease in total link length after the second breakpoint, during the decay of

onger ‘city-to-rural’ links (Fig. 3). Cities runs had the fastest initial total link length increase and earliest first breakpoint,
oncurrent with a high density of links constructed rapidly (Fig. 3). In contrast, Villages runs had the slowest increase
nd latest first breakpoint, as the longer inter-village links took longer to emerge (Fig. 3). Cities and Villages were more
imilar in both the rates of decrease of total link length after the first breakpoint and increase of SD of energy reserves
fter the second breakpoint.

. Discussion

In the work presented here, we developed an energetically consistent and spatially explicit ABM of consumers building
nd using a network to access energetic resources. This was applied to explore the question of how network structure
nd consumer inequality, measured as differences in resource reserves, co-evolved. In the following, that co-evolution is
iscussed in the general case, then considering the role of landscape heterogeneity.

.1. Co-evolution of network structure and consumer inequality

Across all three landscapes, the network structure and consumer inequality followed a similar pattern of co-evolution
Fig. 5). Initially, consumer inequality increased with total link length, as consumers made different decisions and
xperienced a range of energetic costs and consumption possibilities while building. After this initial increase in inequality,
onstruction continued, but inequality decreased as consumers with the lowest energy reserves died; this truncated the
istribution of energy reserves in the population by removing consumers from the lower tail.
After this, a negative feedback emerges between consumer inequality and network growth, with inequality increasing

aster in networks where the total link length decreases faster (Table 4), and more pruning occurring in networks with
igher inequality. Specifically, in networks that had a larger decrease in population, such as the Transition networks where
here were more isolated resources for consumers to become trapped (Fig. 3), there were fewer consumers to maintain
nd use the links built during the initial construction phase. Consequently, more links decayed, and more rapidly (Figs. 3,
; Table 4). The links that were maintained would have allowed some consumers to navigate between resources while
onsuming less energy: Consumers in well-connected areas or who moved toward these could minimise construction
osts by walking across and maintaining existing links, which required less energy than building new links. Similarly,
onsumers who were in more dense resource patches could spend less energy to move to another resource if their current
esource were drained. Less well-positioned consumers would have to spend more energy to rebuild links to denser or
etter-connected areas, or they became trapped in less energy-rich parts of the network where they could not build up
nough reserves to reconnect to the better developed sections. This would be especially likely in more distant and poorly
onnected subnetworks, as this could create distinct trajectories for sub-populations with different amounts of resources
nd links available to them, and cause inequality to increase rapidly. This feedback became apparent through the explicit
inking of the energy flows and investment between resources, consumers, and network structure, by making energy
se proportional to the distance travelled and roughness of the landscape, and by accounting for any previous energy
nvestments into links across that landscape.

The increase in inequality eventually stopped (Figs. 4 and 5), however, as consumers with adequate energy reserves
tarted to reproduce, which limited inequality by preventing consumers from accumulating too much energy: they had
o keep investing energy in the network, or in offspring. Given the multiple interactions between population and network
utcomes, it is difficult to determine the exact causes of inequality due to different individual trajectories. Even the high-
evel analyses of the simple model presented here, however, show that the dynamics and feedbacks that emerge between
opulation size, inequality, and network structure are broadly similar across landscapes, but as will be discussed, the
ensity and location of resources in each landscape constrain the possible networks that can emerge, and therefore
egulate the extent of and rates at which these dynamics occur. The energetic consistency of the model means that
onsumers are constrained in their decisions and ability to reproduce by their energy reserves, which are determined
y the resources and links available to them. In turn, however, their energy investments shape the network structure
or themselves, other consumers, and future generations. While not a focus of the work here, these findings could
mphasise the role of innovation or redistribution in reducing inequality. For example, providing infrastructure funded
y a proportional ‘tax’ on consumer energy reserves or intake could increase equity of access to resources, such as by
uilding and maintaining links to otherwise isolated subnetworks.
Two limitations due to model design decisions could affect these results: the single-resource network and the

onsumers’ decision-making tactics. Given that the resources are all the same type, the model cannot show how unequal
ccess to two or more resources could balance or compound each other. However, single-resource models have been used
o illustrate emergent population-level outcomes relevant even to complex human societies (e.g. [28]), and here could be
onceptualised as a single resource that can be exchanged for food or materials. Moreover, this model acts as a minimal
odel, results of which should remain relevant for more complex models with similar basic structures [43]. Further work
ould explore how the findings scale with additional resource types.
Additionally, the consumers constructing and using the network only thought one action ahead at a time: they did

ot consider the proximity of a resource to other resources or links, or resource regrowth rates apart from their current
11
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esource. Consumers also had little knowledge of or interaction with one another during the simulation, beyond the indi-
ect stigmergy [44,45] of consuming shared resources and modifying shared network architecture, including concurrent
onstruction of links. This limited the number of free parameters and constrained the consumers’ knowledge to local levels,
oth temporally and spatially. This simplifying assumption allowed for clearer understanding of the generalised model
ynamics, and the qualitative results around co-evolution of network structure and consumer inequality are still valid.
owever, this simplification may have also prevented consumers from constructing more complex network architectures,
uch as branching networks, which could require collaboration or foresight to identify as optimal for networks connecting
ultiple points in space.

.2. Effect of landscape heterogeneity on network structure and consumer inequality

In the model presented here, landscape heterogeneity referred to the spatial variability of resources in the landscape,
oth within and across resource patches. In any system, the landscape constrains the network structures that can emerge
o connect resources, but the networks themselves are a co-creation of landscape and consumer behaviour. For example,
he total and standard deviation (SD) of link length of the networks presented here were quite similar across landscapes
Fig. 2); the main difference in outcomes between the landscapes was instead the rates and times of network structure
nd population dynamics (Table 4). Given the low SD of resource capacity (see Table 2), most resources provided similar
ewards, such that consumers’ decisions were more influenced by the distance between themselves and a potential
arget resource, the presence of an existing link, and the resulting cost of moving to it. This could also be seen in the
arger networks in landscapes with lower baseline roughness, lower decay rate, or both, as identified by the sensitivity
nalysis (Section 3.2, Appendix 1). Therefore, the rate of total link length increase, and the similar mean link lengths in
ll landscapes, likely resulted from both the consumers’ discounting causing them to prefer to build and maintain shorter
inks, and the density and spatial distribution of resources constraining what was available to them. Notably, the higher
revalence of shorter links, especially in later timesteps as longer links were less frequently used or maintained, could
lso suggest a trend toward greater efficiency. Further work is planned to explore differences in energy allocation across
ndividual consumers and over time, and how that relates to the feedbacks between network structure, environmental
eterogeneity, and inequality explored here.
As with the network metrics, consumer inequality, measured as the SD of energy reserves, was similar across the three

andscapes (Figs. 2 and 5), with differences in maximum inequality and rates of change. Some of this inequality can be
ttributed to the heterogeneous spatial distribution and capacity of the resources that the consumers moved between;
s found in the sensitivity analysis (Section 3.2, Appendix 1), lower mean resource capacity led to higher inequality.
ven in a theoretical perfectly uniform landscape, however, slight differences between consumer characteristics, such
s time preference or willingness to spend energy on movement, could lead to distinct experiences of the same space.
s these would cause consumers to have unique decision-making, energy consumption, and interaction trajectories, this
experienced heterogeneity’ could have a similar effect to physical heterogeneity in accelerating consumer inequality. It
ould also affect the network structure, creating physical heterogeneity for other consumers, thus making it difficult to
eparate the effects of physical and experienced heterogeneity on consumer inequality over time.
In the model explored here, the random order of consumer decision-making and movement in each timestep meant

hat consumers also experienced varying degrees of influence from each other’s decisions and actions. This suggests that
t is not only the spatiotemporal heterogeneity of resources that drives network structural heterogeneity and consumer
nequality, but rather a combination of environmental heterogeneity, differences among consumers and among resources
however minor), and the level of interaction and interference consumers experience, which propagate through the
etwork architecture to create markedly different outcomes for individual consumers. In future work, more exploration of
he role of consumer heterogeneity, in both initial attributes and overall decision-making strategies, would help elucidate
ow this interacts with environmental and network heterogeneity to increase or maintain resource inequality.

. Conclusions

In the work presented here, a spatially explicit and energetically consistent model of resource acquisition was
resented. The resource network size, inequality in consumer resource reserves, and their co-evolution were analysed over
ime and compared across three distinct landscapes. Overall, the results showed broadly similar dynamics and outcomes
cross the landscapes, but the arrangement of resources constrained the networks that could emerge, and therefore
etermined the rate at which inequality increased and the network size decreased during pruning of less-used links.
nequality increased during the initial construction phase of the simulation, and again as the network was maintained
y and for consumers with enough energy reserves to be able to continue repairing and using links. As it stabilised, the
etwork structure acted to ‘fix’ the level of inequality in the population, by allowing consumers in more densely linked
reas to move between resources without needing to rebuild links, while other consumers had to spend more energy, if
hey could, building links to access these areas.

While stylised and theoretical in its current state, the model demonstrates the possibility and importance of energetic
onsistency in understanding resource dynamics. Specifically, it shows how models can incorporate explicit energy
alances for both agents and infrastructure, and therefore link the emergent states of each to show how they co-evolve
12
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n a physically possible manner. The findings here illustrate a clear link between the construction and maintenance
f a resource network, and the inequality between those constructing and relying on it, which suggests a possible
ausal mechanism for how inequality and heterogeneity can emerge, persist, and increase in observed ecological and
ocial–ecological systems.
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